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What is semantic enrichment and is it
useful?
...Semantic enrichment is the addition of machine readable
descriptions to your content. Semantic enrichment will
increase discoverability of your content and will enable
new ways to interpret the content…
• But…
– Semantic enrichment is sometimes difficult
– Can be labour intensive
– Can change our perception of content

• We know it is the right thing to be doing but do real world
use cases for our users exist yet?

Some of the challenges with
semantic enrichment
• How do I indentify something
– Automated services can wrongly identify or miss things
– Editorial curation is time consuming and can be subjective

• What am I actually identifying?
– Homonyms: same word different meaning
• Stockholm syndrome vs Stockholm the place
• CD4 gene – species not clear, could be mouse or human

– Ambiguities: what did the author mean
• Lead or lead – need context
• CD8 – is a protein with the subtypes CD8A and CD8B – not always
clear which is meant

– False positives / negatives – things not found or not always
useful
• e.g. not all occurrences of antibody are equal ‘”We used antibody Y.2 in
Western Blot experiment” – useful for direct linking but ‘”he patient
exposed to influenza developed antibodies against HA“ less so.

What do we do at NPG?
Metadata enrichment has three main sources at NPG
• Entity specific annotation service e.g. SureChem for
chemical compounds, LuXiD for genes/proteins, Yahoo
Geonames for locations.
Mix between automated services and editorial QA.
• Metadata added as part of the in house production
process e.g. subject / techniques terms from our own
internal ontologies or collections created by our editorial
teams.
Mix between author curation and editorial curation
• Metadata about our articles curated by external
sources e.g. MeSH, Scopus citation data.
Automated service

Cost of semantic enrichment
Requirements for publishers can be different to other users
•

•

Quality of enrichment: Many useful statements arising from text analysis are from
a corpus of content e.g. “... recent literature suggest that Type 2 Diabetes is related
to obesity” allowance for some false positives - not so true at the article level
e.g. Lead not chemical structure at all. Imidazopyridines, pyrrolobenzoxazepines,
phenoxyphenyl acetamide - all classes of compounds rather than individual chemical
structures.

Cost of semantic enrichment
• Usefulness of enrichment: Semantic enrichment of a
publishers corpus may not be that useful in isolation,
end users not that interested in siloed data; need to be
able to create links across data sets.
This creates new challenges for publishers:
– Creation of URIs
For authors instead of the statement
<http://dx.doi.org/10...> dc:creator "John Smith"
You would have something like
<http://dx.doi.org/10...> dc:creator <http://ns.nature.com/authors/cde123...> .
Which maps to the person object
<http://ns.nature.com/authors/cde123...>
rdf:type foaf:Person ;
foaf:name "John Smith" ;
foaf:givenName "John" ;
foaf:familyName "Smith" ;
dc:identifier orcid:0123456789123456 .

• Additionally need to allow ease of access to metadata
– Creation of APIs and clear terms of use

Cost of semantic enrichment
•

Changes to / development of production workflows: We have robust and
timely process for the production of article content – less robust for metadata
enrichment. Development of tools and time are a cost to metadata addition.

Highlighted areas
indicate workflow tools
development

Cost of semantic enrichment
• Addition of our own metadata has a cost of both creation (e.g.
ontologies) and curation.
• New skills sets and production tools required .
Taxonomy manager recruited internally:

New tools created for metadata selection:

Cost of semantic enrichment
Annotation curation tool:

Change to the concept of content
• Change to the concept of content:
• Enriching metadata requires a change to what you view as your
content – needs communication through a business that has
typically dealt with articles.
– We have always had metadata but did anyone know it was there? Need
internal as well as external view onto your extended content e.g. how many
articles about ‘avian flu’ do we have in our corpus.
– New products – metadata can be endless – which means potentially the
number of products delivered from it can be too. Need a different kind of
business management.
– New users – metadata benefits machine to machine communication – your
human readable website is not your only delivery platform.
– Standardisation – data publishing gives you opportunities but requires much
stricter management of your content - manual fixes/one offs start to be
detrimental to your publishing process

So why do it?
• Target advertising,
better for users
and higher CPM.
• Term genetics
allows targeting of
extra 170+ articles
per month for
‘genetics
advertisers’
• More specific
terms broaden
scope and
command higher
CPM - MeSH
terms particularly
useful for this

So why do it?
• Provide
users new
routes
through your
content/
create new
products

So why do it?
• Extend your
content beyond
the article

So why do it?
• Enable your data to
be understood by
machines
• Link data across
corpuses
• Allow users to use
your content based
on their own
definitions
NPG data relatively flat
without semantic enrichment

What have we learnt
• Semantic enrichment requires new approach to
publishing content and new / additional areas of editorial
expertise.
• Content management is key.
• Utilising externally curated metadata e.g. MeSH can lead
to some quick wins.
• Metadata needs to have the same prominence as your
article data.

